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Distributed exchange interactions and temperature dependent
magnetization in amorphous Fe 882xCoxZr7B4Cu1 alloys

K. A. Gallagher, M. A. Willard, V. N. Zabenkin, D. E. Laughlin, and M. E. McHenrya)

Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15213

The temperature dependence of the magnetization for Fe88Zr7B4Cu1 amorphous alloy has been
measured.M (T) has been fit using a Handrich–Kobe model with a modified Brillouin function with
an additional exchange fluctuation term. Here for the first time, an asymmetrical distribution of the
exchange interactions is proposed based on empirical knowledge of the Bethe–Slater curve. A
two-parameter exchange fluctuation is shown to give significantly better fits toM (T) for these
amorphous alloys. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!76608-9#
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INTRODUCTION

Nanocrystalline alloys are being explored as soft m
netic materials. The development of premiere soft magn
materials with high saturation magnetization and excell
soft magnetic properties at elevated temperatures is im
tant for the performance of magnetic devices such as ele
engine rotors and transformers. These materials can h
a-FeSi,1 a-Fe,2 or a-FeCo3 nanocrystals that are produced
the product of primary crystallization of an amorphous p
cursor. Of interest are the intrinsic magnetic properties of
amorphous precursors to these nanocrystalline materials

Amorphous alloys have reduced Curie temperatures,
to alloying with glass forming elements,4 as well as distrib-
uted exchange interactions which alter the temperature
pendence of the magnetizationM (T).5 A mean field theory
for the temperature dependence of the magnetization
amorphous alloys has been proposed by Handrich
Kobe.5 In this theory, Handrich–Kobe proposed an expr
sion for the reduced magnetizations(T)5M (T)/M (0 K)
which consisted of a modified Brillouin function with a
exchange parameter reflecting the distribution of nea
neighbor positions in the amorphous phase. This redu
magnetization is expressed as:

s~T!5 1
2$Bs@~11d!x#1Bs@~12d!x#%, ~1!

where

x5
3S

S11

s

t
, t5

T

Tc
~2!

are the arguments of a conventional~spin-only! Brillouin
function. Further the exchange fluctuation parameter is
fined asd5A^DJ2&/^J&2. This parameterizes the root mea
square~rms! fluctuation in the exchange interaction. The rm
exchange fluctuation has been suggested to have aT depen-
dence of the form:6 d5d0(12t2). We have found that for
our alloys this proposedT dependence does not improve t
quality of the fits to the experimentalM (T) data. Instead, we
propose an extension of the theory, which considers as
metric exchange fluctuation terms as described below.

a!Electronic mail: mm7g@andrew.cmu.edu
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The dependence of the nearest neighbor exchange
atomic spacing is qualitatively well described by the Beth
Slater curve. The position of elemental Fe, Co, and Ni,
example, on the Bethe–Slater curve has been used to ex
the relative magnitudes of their ferromagnetic Cu
temperatures.7 The Bethe–Slater curve is asymmetric a
fluctuations in interatomic spacing~e.g., in the amorphous
state! will not necessarily give rise to a symmetric distrib
tion of exchange interaction. We suggest using an asymm
ric exchange fluctuation term in the mean field theory of
temperature dependent magnetization of an amorphous a
We demonstrate that this gives a better description ofM (T)
for one of the amorphous (Fe88Zr7B4Cu1) alloys studied
here.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Alloys of composition Fe882xCoxZr7B4Cu1 (x50, 44,
and 80! were prepared by arc melting of electrolytic Fe, C
Zr, Fe3B, and Cu in an argon atmosphere.3 Amorphous rib-
bons were produced from the ingots using a single wh
melt spinning technique. A small positive pressure of arg
was then used to quench the molten alloy onto the Cu–
wheel. The wheel speed was 35 m/s and the ribbons w
approximately 1 mm in width and 20–50mm in thickness.

The amorphous structure was determined by conv
tional (CuKa radiation! and synchrotron x-ray diffraction
~using x rays with a 1.74 Å wavelength!. A broad amorphous
scattering peak was observed as illustrated in Fig. 1, for
synchrotron scattering experiment (x580 sample!. The cen-
ter and the full width at half maximum were determined
shown in Fig. 1 and used in the further analysis of the flu
tuation in nearest neighbor distances.M (T) for the
Fe88Zr7B4Cu1 amorphous alloy has been measured usin
Quantum Design MPMS2 SQUID magnetometer in an
plied field of 1 T. Reentrant magnetization8 has been ob-
served upon crystallization of the amorphous precursor us
a Lakeshore Cryotronics vibrating sample magnetome
~VSM!. Fits to M (T) using a Handrich–Kobe and modifie
Handrich–Kobe model were performed using codes writ
in MATHEMATICA@TM . The Fe88Zr7B4Cu1 amorphous alloy
is considered in the rest of the discussion.
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Curie temperature of the Fe88Zr7B4Cu1 amorphous
alloy has been determined using a Landau theory expan
for M (T) at high temperatures. The Landau theory exp
sion of the Helmholtz free energy~for H50) per unit vol-
umeFv is given as:

Fv5 1
2A~T!M21 1

4B~T!M4,
]Fv

]M
5A~T!M1B~T!M350.

~3!

Minimization of F leads to two solution forM: ~1! M50 and
~2! M252A(T)/B(T). The simplestT dependence that w
can chose within this Landau theory has a linearT depen-
dence for the first Landau coefficient,A5a(Tc2T), and no
T dependence for the second Landau coefficient, i.e.B
5constant. This choice leads to aT dependence ofM2(T)
52a(Tc2T)/B. Figure 2 shows the determination ofTc for
our alloy using the Landau theory formalism. The fit given
Fig. 2 reveals aTc of 301 K.

FIG. 1. Synchrotron x-ray diffraction data for an amorpho
Fe8Co80Zr7B4Cu1 alloy showing broad amorphous scattering peak, peak c
ter, and method for determination of full width at half maximum~FWHM!.

FIG. 2. Plot ofM 2 vs T (H51 T) for amorphous Fe88Zr7B4Cu1 alloy used
to determine the Curie temperatureTc .
on
-

Equation~1! was used to estimate ad parameter for the
data of Fe88Zr7B4Cu1. Using the original Handrich–Kobe
formulation, a best fit was obtained for ad parameter of
about 0.55@Fig. 3~a!#, however the theoretical fit to the ex
perimental data was not very good. This one parameter fi
not improved substantially by the consideration of a te
perature dependence6 for d.

The original formulation by Handrich and Kobe assum
a Gaussian distribution7 for the exchange interactions i
amorphous alloys. Here we introduce an asymmetrical dis
bution of the exchange interactions based on empir
knowledge of the Bethe–Slater curve. A modification
made to the Handrich–Kobe equation, which allows for tw
d parameters:d1 andd2 . The new equation is:

s~T!5 1
2$Bs@~11d1!x#1Bs@~12d2!x#%, ~4!

whered1 andd2 are not necessarily the same. A better fit
the experimental data was found with an asymmetric
change distribution function withd250.56 and a smaller
d150.48. A four-parameter exchange fluctuation fit, wi
temperature dependent terms toM (T) is shown in Fig. 3~b!
~the parameters are discussed below! again with d2(0 K)
50.56 andd1(0 K)50.41.

Deviation in atomic nearest neighbor distances in am
phous alloys has been estimated from x-ray scattering d
The Fe–Fe average nearest neighbor distance was estim
to be: DFe–Fe5(1.23l)/(2 sinu) whereu is taken to be the
angle at the center of the amorpho
peak.9 The fluctuations in the Fe–Fe average nearest ne
bor distance were estimated to be:DD15DFe–Fe@u
20.5 full width half maximum~FWHM!#2DFe–Fe(u) and
DD25DFe–Fe(u)2DFe–Fe(u10.5 FWHM). This analysis
revealsD52.53 Å andDD150.17 Å andDD250.13 Å.
The Bethe–Slater curve was used to estimate fluctuation
the exchange interaction~see Fig. 4!. The average atomic
separation, based on the amorphous scattering peak, i
vided by the appropriate diameter of the Fe 3d orbital for
estimatingJex.

10 The Fluctuation in interatomic spacing a
lows us to estimate the resulting fluctuation inJex. A more
rigorous quantitative analysis would use the scattering p
to determine the radial distribution function and then arr
at the distribution function for the exchange energies.
quantitative analysis of the low temperature magnetization
amorphous Fe-based alloys, based on spin-wave theory

-

FIG. 3. ~a! Reduced magnetizationm as a function of reduced temperatur
t, an amorphous Fe88Zr7B4Cu1 alloy fit with a singled ~data points, solid line
is a are fit with d50.55,); and~b! the same data fit with asymmetric ex
change fluctuation parametersd1

0 5d1
0 50.55 and d1

1 50.0 and d2
1 5

20.15.
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FIG. 4. Bethe–Slater curves for~a! Fe-rich and~b! Co-rich amorphous alloys, respectively, showing experimentally determined fluctuations in intera
distances and resulting fluctuations in the exchange interactions.
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been reported by Hasegawa.11 The exchange interactions i
the amorphous alloys have been determined to be quite s
range.12,13

An explanation is suggested for the relative invariance
M (T) in Co-based alloys to disorder as compared with
based alloys. In the amorphous phase, structural fluctuat
give rise to fluctuations in the exchange interactions. Th
cause a depression of the reduced magnetization versu
duced temperature curve as illustrated above. A first or
theory can be offered by considering a Taylor series exp
sion of the exchange interaction as a function of nea
neighbor spacing of

Jex5Jex
0 1~ ]Jex/]x!x0

Dx1... .

It can be seen that alloys which lie near the peak in
Bethe–Slater curve~e.g., Co, FeCo!, will be relatively insen-
sitive to fluctuations in the interatomic separation sin
dJ/dx;0. On the other hand, alloys for whichJex

0 lies well
away from the peak~e.g., Fe- and Ni-based alloys for whic
dJ/dxÞ0) will have Jex be more sensitive to fluctuations i
the interatomic separation. It should be noted that the 12 a
B, Zr, and Cu additions to our amorphous alloys will u
doubtedly shiftJex

0 to the left of the elemental values.
Figure 4 illustrates this formalism for the Fe- and C

rich amorphous alloys in our series. The values forD, DD1 ,
and DD2 are determined from x-ray data. The exchan
fluctuations,d1 and d2 , are determined from the Bethe
Slater curve. The proximity of Co to the peak in the Beth
Slater curve results in relatively small~and more symmetric!
fluctuations in the exchange energy. The fact thatJex

0 for Fe
containing alloys lies well to the left on the Bethe–Sla
curve results in larger and asymmetric fluctuations in
exchange energy. We conclude that in different alloys s
tems positional and chemical disorder can have a diffe
relative importance. It is suggested that a more appropr
parameterization of the exchange fluctuation may cons
both asymmetry and temperature dependence and be o
form:

d15d1
0 1d1

1 ~12t2!, d25d2
0 1d2

1 ~12t2!, ~5!
ort
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where the first term reflects chemical and positional disor
and the second thermal disorder.
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